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The rapid expansion of the local government sector 

in the postwar period has lead to an intensified 

interest in the mechanisms of the local government 

economy and its impact on the rest of the national 

economy. With the threat of a prolonged stagfla

tion dominating the prospect s of the eighties, it 

is particularly important to gain more knowledge 

about the stabilizing or destabilizing effects of 

local government spending and taxing and about the 

way it affects the efficiency and range of the 

stabilization policies of central government. The 

aim of this paper is to illustrate some of these 

problems by simulating and comparing alternative 

stabilization policies for the Swedish economy in 

the eighties. The simulations are carried out on a 

growth model, in which the spending and taxing of 

local authorities is endogenously determined. 

l . "ftIB PROBLEM 

1.1 The eraeia1 ~1e of 1oca1 au~rities in the 

Stredish~ 

One of the most striking features of the Swedish 

economy today is the growing dominance of the 

local government sector. Out of the national 

income almost 1/3 is chanelled through the budgets 
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of local governments, which employ 1/5 of the 

labor force. As can be seen from figure l local 

governrnent spending has been outrunning GNP with a 

growing margin, doubling its share over the last 

20 years. 

The restructuring of the Swedish economy in post

war years has been rapid, although not exceptional 

compared to other western countries. Over the 30 

years since 1950 agricul tural employment has been 

drastically reduced and corresponds today to less 

than 5 % of the totalIabor force. The matching 

increase has occurred in the service sectors, par

ticularly in the public services, which doubled 

their share of GNP and trebled their employment 

share. 

The major part of this expansion took place within 

the local government sphere - in education, medi-

cal care and social welfare. Manufacturing 

try meanwhile kept its share both of GNP 

ployment relatively unchanged. The enlarged 

service provision was almost entirely paid 

taxes, which trebled relatively to GNP. 

indus-

and em-

public 

for by 

It was 

aga in local governrnents that were responsible for 

the major part of the tax increases. 

OrganisationaI power has grown with the money. In 

the postwar period there has been agradual con

centration of the decision making process. While 

the number of local governments has decreased to 

about 1/4 in the last 15 years - 24 counties and 

277 municipals right now - some of the most expan

sive areas of service production, like mental 

heal th care and secondary schools have been taken 

over from the state. l 

l For a detailed account of the shifting demarca
tion of local governrnent powers cf Murray (1981). 



Figure 1. Loca1 government expenditure as percentage of GNP, 
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Throughout this expansion the local governments 

have retained a degree of financial independence, 

which is rather high by west-European standards. 

Of their total gross expenditures only about 1/4 

is paid by state grant today (1979), while local 

taxes make up 45 percent, fees and user charges 20 

percent, with loans and capital income making up 

the remaining 10 percent. 

For highlighting the degree of tax financing of 

the local services, another way of calculating may 

however be more relevant. If one includes only net 

profits - or los ses - of public utilities, net new 

borrowing and net transfers from the state (i. e. 

subtracting taxes and fees paid by local govern

ments to central government) a somewhat different 

financial picture emerges. Of the total local go

vernment spending directed toward the private 

sector about 90 percent was paid by taxes of which 

only 1/6 was chanelled through the state budget. 

The remaining 10 percent was made up of some 7 

percent for fees and only about 3 percent of new 

loans. l 

In recent years there has been a rising concern in 

Sweden about the development of local government 

expendi tures. Rapid expansion of local government 

services explains the major part of the rising tax 

rates and is thus indirectly responsible for the 

various disruptive tendencies connected with tax 

evasion and tax accommodation. It has also of ten 

been suggested that local government competition 

in the labor market has contributed significantly 

l A survey of local government finance is given in 
Ysander (1979). ef also SOU 1977:20. 
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to wage inflation and reerui tment problems wi thin 

Swedish industry. There are at the same time other 

groups and observers who tend to regard the loeal 

government employment as non-eompeting with indus

trial employment and any fluetuations in loeal 

government spending as mainly due to shifts in 

labor supply and partieipation rates. 

Looking ahead into the eighties one of the few 

things we can be fairly eertain about is that 

loeal government expansion cannot be allowed to 

eontinue at the rate established through the sixti

es and seventies. We have nei ther the goods nor 

the people to sustain that kind of growth. Even in 

absolute amounts the annual inereases in loeal 

government resourees will have to be somewhat redu

eed if we want to get rid of our external payment 

deficit before the nineties, and avoid having in 

the meantime to lower real net wages and private 

standards. However, making the municipalities 

ehange fast enough into a slower growth-traek, in 

spite of good liquidity and rather rigid long

term-plans, may weIl prove to be one of erueial 

eeonomie problems in the next few years. 
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l • 2 ".rhe tasks and 1bU.ts o:f :fiscal. po1iey 

Like many other west-european countries Sweden en

tered the 80's with an external payment deficit 

and with a manufacturing sector in need of restruc

turing. Partly the problems were imported and con

nected with rising oil prices in stagnating world 

markets, partly we added new problems of our own 

by an over-optimistic and ill-timed domestic 

demand management, that bought high employment to 

the price of falling shares on our foreign mar

kets. Being a small and exceptionally open economy 

wi th a tradi tional orientation towards investment 

goods - wood products, iron and steel and heavy 

engineering - Sweden is particularly vulnerable to 

shifts in world market prospects and relative unit 

costs l • 

The Swedish externa l deficit - approaching a 5% of 

GNP - may still be judged relatively modest compa

red to the situation of some other west-european 

countries. However, the prolonged stagnation of 

industrial investment and employment coupled 

with a steep increase of the public budget deficit 

accentuates the need for new and sustained 

policy efforts. A primary concern of fiscal polici

es in Sweden during the remainder of the 80's will 

undoubtedly be the need to shift s orne of the 

demand from domestic to foreign markets, moderat

ing the increase in domestic consumption to make 

room for an expansion of the trading sector. 

l For an extensive discussion of our industrial 
policies and problems in the 70s cf e.g. Eliasson
Ysander (1981). 
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While everyone recognizes the strategic role of 

local government spending, there is still much 

uncertainty and controversy about the way the 

spending could and/or should be controlled. In the 

planning documents of the Swedish central govern

ment, local government spending is still treated 

as exogenously determined and one outcome of the 

long-term surveys are norms for the allowable rate 

of local government expansion. While official 

policy thus would seem to assume a central controI 

of local government expendi ture, the actual ef

forts of central controI - working mainly by way 

of volontary agreements - have so far shown them

selves singularly ineffective. 

Any attempt to deal with these problems must face 

a series of general questions about the impact of 

local government on the tasks and limits of fiscal 

policy. In what way and to what extent does local 

government spending and taxing tend to stabilize 

or destabilize the national economy, both as re

gards on the one hand the long-term balance of the 

labor market and of the external payments and on 

the other hand, the short-term fluctuations in 

economic activity? Does the 

sector tend to produce economic 

local government 

oscillations of 

its own? How does the existence of a relative ly 

independent local government sector affect the ef

ficiency and range of fiscal policy? Can specifi

cally the task of redressing the proportion of 

domestic relative to foreign demand be fulfilled 

without effective controI of local government 
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spending? Is effective contro1 of loca1 government 

spending possib1e, is it necessary and does it 

perhaps even enab1e us to dispense with some other 

instruments for stabi1ization policy like wage 

policy? How does grant policy compare to tax 

1imi ts as an instrument not on1y for rea110cating 

total consumption but a1so for alleviating emp1oy

ment and externa1 deficit problems? 

We cannot, of course, provide any c1ear-cut ans

wers to these questions. But we do hope that our 

policy simulations can contribute to a better un

derstanding of the problems and uncertainties 

still remaining. 

2 • 'THE MODBL 

2 • 1 MtwreDtaa and inertia in a 8we4ish grovth 

.:>de1 

A synoptica1 view of the growth mode1 used is 

given in figure 2. The ba1ance equation at the top 

of the figure represents a 23 sector mode1 which 

can be characterized as a dynamic Keynes-Leontief 

model. The arrows emerging from the sector pro

ducts indicate rough1y the way in which an exoge

nous1y initiated change wou1d work itse1f through 

the modell. 

1 A compact but comp1ete presentation of the 
formal structure of the mode1 ca11ed ISAC or 
Industria1 Structure And Capital Growth - is given 
in Jansson-Nordström-Ysander (1981). 
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Since the structure of growth models of this kind 

is by now weIl known, we can restrict ourselves to 

brie fly mentioning some of the features that deter

mine the dynamic properties of the model. 

Let us start by pinpointing the exogenous factors 

that introduce change and give momentum to the 

growth process in the model. There are four types 

of exogenous factors specially marked (by single

line square frames) in the block diagram. 

A major determinant of growth in the SWedish eco

nomy is the development of the world markets. 

These are linked with the domestic economy by 

import and export functions which mainly depend on 

the development of Swedish producers prices rela

tive to world market prices. Other important fac

tors are the central government consumption and 

the development of the various fiscal policy para

meters. Also exogenously treated in the model is 

the development of labor supply and that minor 

part of labor productivity change in industry 

which is due to autonomous technical change. 

How various exogenous changes work their way 

through the economy depends to large ex tent on the 

rigidities and adjustment mechanisms built into 

the model. Three sources of inertia deserve spe

cial attention: they are connected respectively 

wi th capital formation and with the formation of 

wages and prices. 

A vintage approach has been used in modelling 

capital formation within manufacturing. In most 
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branches the vo1ume of investment each year is 

determined by an investment function of cash f10w 

type. Choice of technique for a new vintage , i . e. 

the input coefficients for intermediate goods, 

e1ectricity, fue1s, 1abor and capital, are determi

ned by an ex-ante production function. The vintag

es are depreciated in proportion to the quasi-rent 

they are earning. The resu1t will be a slow1y 

moving aggregate input/output matrix with, on the 

average, some 60% of total 1abor productivity deve

lopment being exp1ained by the introduction of new 

vintages • The vintage approach thus he1ps to ex

p1ain the adjustment of industria1 capital to new 

trends and price levels on the world markets. 1 

The formation of wages is exp1ained by a Phi11ips

curve type of wage determination. The rate of 

nominal wage increase is a function of the varia

tions in unemp1oyment, in profit margins, in infla

tion and fina11y in 1abor productivity. With the 

exception of the unemp10yment rate these indepen

dent variables are all 1agged one year. Industria1 

wage thus works as an equi1ibrating mechanism for 

the 1abor market in the current period but the 

wage c1aims a1so ref1ect the deve10pments of last 

year. The estimated dependence on current unemp1oy

ment turns out to be fair1y strong which means 

that we have in this way provided a direct 1ink 

1 Due to independent. measures of capacity being 
avai1ab1e for the 1ron and stee1 industry, a 
slight1y more sophisticated vintage mode1 has been 
app1ied to this industry. Cf Jansson (1981). 
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between the local government sector and the indus

trial sector. During periods of rapid ly increasing 

inflation rates this link is further enforced by 

the assumption that wage changes in the public 

sector are the same as in the business sector , 

although lagged one year. 

Finally, the change in Swedish producers prices, 

both on foreign markets and in the domestic trad

ing sector, is a weighted average of the change in 

domestic production cost and the change in world 

market prices Gross profits will thus act as a 

buffer between costs at home and competitors' 

prices abroad. 
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2 • 2 Incentivea and reatrictioDS of 1oca1 autbo

ritiea 

Of special interest to us here is the submodel 

describing local government behavior. l 

The core of the model is a system of eight linear 

equations explaining the expenditure for five dif

ferent service categories, two different categori

es of transfer payments and finally for investment 

purposes. The expressions are derived from a model 

using a quadratic goal function. To facilitate the 

understanding of this underlying model we shall 

start by sketching a possible interpretation of a 

quadratic goal function in terms of the budgetary 

process of local governments. 

Let us assume that the behavior of a local govern

ment is determined by a quadratic goal function 

and a restriction to a given amount of tax money: 

b. 
Q~) U I (a. Q. ~ 

= -
i ~ ~ 2 ~ 

a,b>O (l) 

T = Y. II. Q. 
i ~ ~ 

i=l ••• n (2) 

where the Q:s stand for volumes of various service 

categories, TT. is the corresponding net price or 
~ 

production cost facing the local government, and T 

represents the given amount of tax money. 

l For a detailed account of the background model, 
see Ysander (1981 b). 
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Maximizing the utility function (l) within the 

budget restriction (2) and solving for Q, we can 

easily derive the following expression: 

a. a. 
n.Q. = b1 n.- y. [Y(b1 n.) - T] 
11 .11 •. 1 

111 

where 

(3) 

This way of formulating the expendi ture equations 

readily lends itself to a interpretation in terms 

of budgetary behavior. The term a. /b. represents 
1 1 

the maximum of the utility function with regard to 

category i. The first term on the right side thus 

gives the maximum amount of money that local go

vernment in the current period could usefully 

spend on category i. These maximal claims must be 

somehow cut down to fit into the given tax income 

limits. The expression within brackets measures 

the total amount of this "excess demand". The 

"cutting ratios" , y i' determine how much of the 

total reduction required that will have to fall on 

category i. Cutting rat ios for all kinds of local 

government expenditures sum to uni ty. We see that 

the cutting ratio for a certain cathegory varies 

directly with the price of the service and inverse

ly with the rate of decline of the marginal uti 1-

ity for the service, b .• 
1 

In proportioning the relative reduction, local go

vernment would thus be answering the following 

question. How much does the service volume dec-
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rease and how big is the utili ty loss then invol

ved if we cut this claim? The less the decrease in 

volume - i .e. the higher the price - and the less 

the utility decreases with a reduction in volume -

the less b. is - the more you cut. This is the not 
l. 

unreasonable interpretation of the budgetory pro-

cess suggested by the use of a quadratic goal 

functions. 

Af ter this brief interpretive note we can go on to 

present the equations, from which are derived the 

explanations of local government expenditures ac

tually used in the model. In a simplified form 

they can be represented by the following two ex

pressions: 

u= ( Q , ( 1-T ) Y, se ) (4) 

(5 ) 

Expression (4) is a quadratic utility function. 

The first argument, Q, represents seven different 

kinds of current expenditures. The first five are 

service volumes in respectively education, health, 

social welfare, roads and central administration 

etc. Number six and seven stand for transfer pay

ments that are subsidies to public utilities and 

housing respectively. All direct subsidies from 

local government to households are here interpre

ted as IIhousing subsidies ll
• 

The second type of argument is disposable income 

here defined as total taxable income minus the 

proportionate local taxes, (l-T)Y. The inclusion 

of this argument is meant to reflect the fact that 

local government in i ts budgetary decisions must 
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strike a balance between private and collective 

- consumption. The third type of argument is aggre

gate surplus capacity, SC, here measured by the 

fluctuations around a long term capital-output 

trend. The idea behind including this argument is 

that free capacity to some degree is valued for 

i ts own sake and the short-term bottle-necks and 

capacity restrictions should effect the marginal 

value of further increases in current expenditure. 

On the left side of the budget restriction (5) are 

the various sources of income for local govern

ment. Besides tax income there are non-categorical 

state grants, GO' and WO' which covers all other 

kinds of income not affecting marginal decisons on 

current expenditure. On the right side are the 

various kinds of expenditures. Added to current 

and investment expediture is the term rD which 

represents the cost of debt management. Prices, il, 

are netted for fees and categorical state grants, 

and thus reflect the unit cost actually facing the 

local decision makers. 

From utility maximization over (4) and (5) ex

planations for current and investment expenditures 

are derived. Current service expenditures will re

flect the impact of changes in prices, income, 

surplus capacity and in marginal capital-output 

ratio. 

In deriving the corresponding equations for the 

transfer payments a detour is made. The subsidised 

commodities - public utilities and housing - are 

marketed and sold like any other commodi ties in 
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the business sector. What loca1 government suppo

sed ly can do to affect the consumption of these 

commodities, is to pay out price subsidies, ca1cu-

1ating the effects of the subsidies on private 

consumption. Besides price and income, both con

sumption volumes and market prices of the commoditi

es in question will thus determine the deve10pment 

of the transfer payments. 

The expression for the investment volume, 

will determine the gradua1 adjustment 

finally, 

to the 

vo1ume needed to avoid bott1e-necks and will a1so 

depend on prices, income and the current required 

rate of return on capital. 

As can be seen from table 11 the equations actua1-

ly estimated contain certain further comp1ica

tions. There are a number of smaller items c1atter

ing up the income side of the budget restriction. 

There is a1so a two-year de1ay between the time 

when loca1 taxes are co11ected by the state and 

the time when they are fina11y disbursed to the 

loca1 governments. Fina11y shift variables have 

been introduced to 1et the maximum c1aim levels 

shift as a function of population changes etc. In 

adjusting the mode1 to the conventions of the 

national accounting statistics, according to which 

all the business acti vi ties of loca1 governments 

are imbedded in the business sector, the invest

ment consequences and the capacity restrictions of 

1 The authors are much indebted to Erik Me1ander 
who made the estimations for this version, as we11 
as for ear1ier and more disaggregated versions, of 
the loca1 government model. 
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Table 1. Eguations eX21ainins loca1 sovernment 

eX2enditures 1960-77. 1 

All variables are in index form. 

Dep.var. Zli Z2i Z3i Z4i Z5i 

°1 1.97 -0.55 -0.02 -1.02 0.63 

(Education) (0.12) (0.04) (0.00) (0.25) (0.20) 

°2 1.82 -0.38 0.02 -1.71 1.27 

(Health) (0.18) (0.04) (0.01) (0.55) (0.39) 

°3 1.73 -0.20 0.04 -1.60 1.06 

(Social we1fare) (0.25) (0.05) (0.01) (0.79) (0.59) 

°4 2.03 -1.41 0.41 

(Roads) (0.18) (0.33) (0.18) 

°5 0.88 -0.18 0.04 -0.93 1.19 

(Admin.etc.) (0.72) (0.17) (0.03) (1.36) (0.76) 

where Zli are shift variables, Z2i ref1ects investment 

consequences (== the marginal capital output ratio di-

vided by the aggregate capital stock) and Z3i capacity 

restriction (== the increase in relative surplus capaci-

ty multip1ied by Z2i)' whi1e Z4i and Z5i represent the 
impact of changes in prices, loca1 rates and relative 

prices (Z4i == relative price, net of grants and fees, 

mul tip1ied by the ratio of taxab1e income during cur-

rent year and the year t-2 i Z5i == Z4i mul tip1ied by 
disposab1e income). 

1 The equation have been estimated on annua1 data from 
loca1 government financial statistics 1960-77. 
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Table l. conto 

Dep.var. Z6i Z7i Z8i 

t l (public 1.09 -1.51 1.37 
utilities subsidy) (0.25) (0.20) (0.18) 

t 2 1. 31 -0.47 0.11 

(housing subsidy) (0.12) (0.06) (0.11) 

where the dependent variable t i stands for the relati
ve amount of local government subsidy (= the ratio 
between the subsidyand the consumers' net expenditure 

for that category), Z6i measures the relative price 

divided by disposable income (and in Z62 multiplied by 
a population shift variable), Z7i also reflects income 
development (= Z6i multiplied by relative price and 
current income over income (t-2») and Z8i finally 
takes account of variations in local rates and dispo-

sable income (=Z7i multiplied by disposable income). 

Dep.var. 

K (growth of 

capital stock) 

Constant Zl 

1.59 

(0.37) 

0.16 

(0.00) 

where the actual rate of growth 

Z2 

0.05 

(0.02) 

of the 

Z l 
3 Z4 

-2.87 2.27 

(2.51) (2.15) 

aggregate capi-

tal stock, *-, is explained by an adjustment to the 

desired growth rate, Zl=K *, by the change in liquidi

ty, Z2=6L1Qt_l' by Z3 which is the product of the 
"normal" rate of return on the capital stock and the 

ratio of current taxable income and income in year (t-

2), and final ly by Z4' which is Z3 multiplied by 

disposable income. 

l The submodel original ly included an equation expla
ining the debt management of local authori ties. This 
is the reason why the rate of interest appears in Z • 
The debt equation has here been discarded, its influerl
ce being negligable. 
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transfer payments had to be left out. 

In integrating the submodel of the local govern

ment into the total model, some further links have 

to be added. The government purchases of goods 

from the business sector are described by a spe

cial distribution matrix. Employment is derived 

from production levels by way of productivity as

sumptions. Finallyand most importantly the local 

rate is determined residually from the budget re

striction. In this way, and through the competi

tive pressure on the wage level, changes in local 

government activity affect the volume of private 

consumption. 

Some interpretative problems have arisen in connec

tion wi th the use of the local government model 

for simulations during the 80s. 

There are reasons to believe that subsidy ratios 

will not in the future be shifted upward in re

sponse to price and income developments. In the 

policy simulations we have therefore chosen to let 

these rat ios remain constant during the eighties. 

No explicit guide lines as to long-term debt 

policy and liquidity positions can be derived from 

the estimated equations. Changes in financial 

assets occur only as a result of "planning failur

es" • In the model, local governments plan their 

expenditure volumes for next year on the basis of 

price forecasts, mainly depending on the observed 

wage development. Errors in these price estimates 

can thus give rise to unplanned deficits or sur

pluses. 
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Local governments in Sweden, however, started the 

80s with an extremely good liquidity. The moderat

ing influence of stagnating price and income deve

lopments should therefore, according to the model, 

lead to considerable cuts in the local rates 

during the next few years. No such cuts have, 

however, occurred since the middle of the 50s and 

a reoccurance now seems for many reasons unlikely. 

To make our simulations more "realistic" we have 

therefore chosen to introduce an ad hoc floor 

restriction on local rates, meaning that on the 

average local rates can rise but never fall. 

Such a floor restriction obviously means that 

during certain periods local governments would be 

accumulating. considerable liquid assets. All this 

money would then by definition be used for paying 

off the still rather small amount of outstanding 

debt, without affecting expenditure. Such a beha

vior would undoubtedly be regarded by most obser

vers of the Swedish local government scene as very 

improbable. We have therefore supplemented our 

floor restriction with a rule, saying that any 

surplus, accumulated over the last two years, in 

excess of two percent of the corresponding expendi

ture, will be used to scale up expenditures propor

tionately. This is equivalent to say that we have 

restricted the possible annual rate of improvement 

in local government liquidity. Unless otherwise 

stated this liquidity rule has been used throug

hout the simulations. We have, however, made si

mulations without this rule to check that the 

conclusions we want to draw, do not critically 

depend on this ad hoc assumption. 
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2.3 "flle targets and instruments of fisca1 policy 

There are in principle a great many ways of con

trolling our model economy and of measuring the 

resul ts. Our choice for the simulations has been 

guided both by the actual priori ties in current 

Swedish policy and by our wish to explore the 

interaction between local governments and the rest 

of the economy. 

The five target variables we focus on are all in 

the center of current policy concern. The rate of 

unemployrnent and the net balance of payments, mea

sured as percentage of GNP, reflect the two major 

real unbalancies of the Swedish economy: the low 

level of dornestic activity and the too small 

export share of total production. The rate of wage 

increase is used as a representative measure of 

how weIl we succeed in keeping inflation in check 

and improving our competitive situation abroad. 

The proportionate local income tax rate, which by 

now dorninates the total rate for personal income 

tax, will be decisive for the outcome of the cur

rent efforts to bring down the marginal tax rates 

and to keep average rates from rising. The rela

tive development of private and local government 

consumption respectively during the straightened 

regime of the 80s is, finally, very much in the 

center of the current political controversy in 

Sweden. 

As depicted in figur e 3 we use alternatively five 

different policy instruments to attain our five 

targets. "Wage policy" really means controlling 
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Figure 3. The targets and instruments of fiscal policy 

Policy instruments Target variables 

Expenditure 
control 
Grant 
control 

Tax l i mi ts 

Wagepolicy 

Wage tax 

Control of 
local 
government 

The 

model economy 

Rate of wage 
i herease 

Loca l tax ra te 

Pri vate eons./ 
total eons. 

Rate of 
unemployment 

Net ba 1. of 
payments/GNP 
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the long term growth trend of wages during the 

decade. Technically this is attained in the simula

tions by varying the constant term in the estima

ted expression for the growth rate of nominal 

wages. In actual life this could correspond to the 

efforts, frequently exemplified during the 70s, to 

keep down the nominal wage claims in the collec

tive bargaining by various fiscal adjustments, par

ticularly directed towards the rates of personal 

income tax. 

The second type of policy instrument is the wage 

tax, which is assumed to be entirely shifted back 

onto the wage earners. It can be looked upon as a 

representative of a wide variety of tax and trans

fer policy measures. It is, however, a natural 

candidate since there are strong reasons to sup

pose that future increases in state taxation will 

predominantly take this form. It also has the 

characteristic, important in our simulations, that 

its variations affect local governments directly 

by changing their tax base. 

Finally we experiment with three different ways of 

controlling local government spending. The first 

one is a full controi of aggregate local goverment 

expendi tures. Qne could read many of the current 

planning documents in Sweden, all treating local 

government spending as exogenously determined, as 

presupposing some kind of expenditure control. The 

experience over the last few, years does, however, 

suggest that any such assumption is very iII foun

ded. 
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The second type is grant controI which can take 

the form of varying ei ther the categorical grants 

in the model treated as open-ended, acting as 

reduction in net production prices l or non

cathegorical block grants giving rise to income 

effects through the budget restriction. Grant con

trol as a way of affecting the total local govern

ments spending has so far not been much used, 

although recently much talked about, in Sweden. 

Finally we also experiment with tax limits, which 

in the simulations take the form of restricting 

the annual increase of the local government tax 

rate. 

Among our policy instruments we have not included 

an active exchange policy. The reason is that, in 

the model, changes of the exchange rate appear to 

be a substitute rather than a complement to wage 

pOlicy. The price compensation claims, built into 

the equation explaining the rate of wage increase, 

tend to counteract and, af ter a while, almost 

completely neutralize any change of the exchange 

rate. That an active exchange rate thus requires 

the cooperation of the parties on the labor market 

would seem to agree rather weIl with our experienc

es from the 70s. On the other hand, the effects of 

wage policy in the model, seem to run rather paral

IeI to those of an active exchange policy. 

l The few attempts made at testing this interpreta
tion of the Swedish categorical grants have all 
been inconclusive but do not justify rejecting the 
hypothesis. Cf.e.g. Gramlich-Ysander (1980). 
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To investigate all effects of all possible policy 

packages would obviously make the resul ts di ffi

cul t to survey and account for. We have therefore 

chosen to restrict our questions. Although we 

throughout account for the development of the five 

target variables we mainly concentrate our discus

sions to what happens to unemployment and the 

balance of payment deficit. On the policy side we 

focus on studying the possibility of attaining the 

desired results by coupling two of the policy 

instruments or by changing a single instrument. We 

have been particularly concerned with the possibil

i ty of substi tuting some kind of control of local 

government for wage policy. 

In using the various fiscal instruments we have 

not attempted 

stabilization. 

any 

We 

"fine 

have 

tuning" of 

restricted 

year-to-year 

ourselves to 

setting once and for all the levels or growth 

rates of the instruments for the whole period in 

question. In the majority of cases we are mainly 

concerned with long-term balance of payment prob

lems etc. measured in terms of the target values 

in 1990. 

2 • 4 Deve10paents in. the eighties - the re:ferea.ce 

e.se 

As a measuring rod for our simulations we have 

used a "reference case" I i. e. a standard scenario 

for the development of the Swedish economy in the 

80s. The assumptions concerning the international 

markets and the domestic labor supply are listed 
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in table 2. We assume that the rate of increase in 

the volume of international trade will be stable 

but somewhat lower than in previous post-war decad

es • For raw materials and semifinished goods this 

will mean an annual rate of increase of 2.3 per

cent while the trading in finished goods is suppo

sed to increase annually 5.7 percent and that of 

services 4.5 percent • There are good reasons to 

expect a stagnating supply of labor in the 80s. 

The number of hours worked will continue to dec

rease, although slow1y, while the number of people 

in the labor force will increase slightly. 

As to fiscal policy we assume in the reference 

case that all policy instruments can be used to 

maximal advantage. This means that the economy 

will be directed not only by wage tax and wage 

policy but also by exercising full controlover 

local government expenditures. As can be seen from 

figure 4 this makes it possible to attain all 

targets, i • e. to keep down unemployment to 2 per

cent usually considered the "natural" rate of 

frictional unemployment in Sweden - to get rid of 

the balance of payment deficit by 1990, to keep 

wage inflation under two digits, to avoid any 

considerab1e rise in the local rates and, finally, 

to share out the shrinking margins of consumption 

increase roughly proportiona11y between private 

and local government consumption. 1 The average 

growth rate during the 80s for private consumption 

becomes 1.5 percent and for local government con

sumption 1.7 percent per year. 

1 For a more detailed discussion of possible condi
tians and results of economic development in 
Sweden during the 80s cf Nordström-Ysander (1980). 



Table 2. Assumptions for the eighties 

World trade development 

Annual increase 1980/1990, % 

Raw materials and 
semifinished goodsb 

Finished goods 

Services 

a In international currency 

Volume 

2.3 5.5 

5.7 6.4 

4.5 7.0 
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b Inc1udes the following branches: Agriculture, fore
stry and fishing; mining and quarrying; manufacture of 
wood products, pulp and paper; basic metal industries. 

Labor supply development 

a Number of persons 

b Number of persons 

Hours worked per employeeb 

Labor supply, number of hoursb 

1980/1990 

32.7 

0.7 

-1.0 

-0.3 

a Yearly change in thousands of persons 

b Yearly percentage growth 



Figure 4. Deve10pment of the Swedish Economy in the Reference Case 
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Un1ess otherwise stated we have in the fo11owing 

simulations used 

in the reference 

instruments. 

the same general assumptions as 

case, whi1e varying the policy 

Since the distribution between private and 10ca1 

government consumption within the narrow margins 

of increase expected for the 80s is so much in the 

center of present controversy, i t may be of some 

interest to i11ustrate the reference case by 100k

ing more c10se1y at the trade-off between private 

and loca1 government consumption. It shou1d be 

emphasized that what we are here dea1ing with the 

trade-off possib1e within a retained ba1anced 

growth path, i.e. without giving up either the 

goa1 of full emp10yment or the 1990 target of a 

ba1ance in externa1 exchange. F igure 5 shows the 

"consumption frontier II for the year 1990. The sub

stitution has been generated by wage policy and by 

changeing 10ca1 government expenditure. It turns 

out that with marginal changes we can rough1y get 

one million worth of private consumption by sacri

ficing one million worth of 10ca1 government con

sumption. The further we go in preferring one type 

of consumption, however, the more sacrifice it 

will take. 
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Figure 5. The Trade-off between Privte ~nd [oca1 Government Consumption 
Billions of SKr, 1975 year prices 
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3 • LOCAL AU'i'IIOlU'rIBS D A. CBAliTGIIIG BCOlIOMY 

Having a macro model with endogenously determined 

local government behavior enables us to study 

closer the interaction between local government 

and the rest of the economy by experimental simula

tions. Even the best planned numerical simulations 

are of course bad substitutes for analytical solu

tions. They can never systematically cover the 

full range of possible situations and must appeal 

to a fallible intuition when it comes to entangl

ing the web of causal chaines involved. However, 

when deductive analysis of the full scale problem 

appears to be unmanageable, numerical simulations 

may help to map the problems and possible solu

tions and to trace the need for more detailed 

partial analysis. It is with this aim - and with 

all due reservations - that the following numeri

cal examples are presented. 

The simulations in this section have two different 

purposes • We start by trying to investigate, if 

the dynamic interaction between an "uncontrolled" 

local government sector and the rest of the eco

nomy tends by itself to set up oscillations or 

dampen existing ones whether and when local 

government spending and taxing acts stabilizing or 

destabilizing on the total economy. We then try to 

measure the impact on the economy of central con

trol measures directed towards local government -

expenditure control and grant policy. 
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3.1 Cyc1ica1 patterna in 1oca1 authority ez:pendi

ture 

To illustrate the possible cyclical patterns of 

local government spending we have removed the cen

tral expendi ture control assumed in the reference 

ca se , thus allowing local government spending and 

taxing to develop freely. We still presume, howe

ver, the same wage tax and wage policy being ap

plied and retain all other assumptions on exogen

ous factors. What this case, illustrated in figure 

6, simulates, is a situation where a long-term 

policy aiming at balanced growth is kept unchanged 

even though the intended expenditure controlon 

local government is ineffective. The development 

over the 80 I s of our fi ve target dimensions are 

shown in the figure and measured relative to the 

reference case. In 6a private and local government 

consumption respectively are given in index form 

with 100 being equal to reference case levels. For 

the local tax rate the absolute difference rela

tive to the reference ca se is measured against the 

right hand scale. In figure 6b the absolute diffe

rence of percentage relative to the reference case 

is shown for wage increase, unemployment and the 

external deficit as percentage of GNP, respective

ly. 

Taking a bird I s-eye-view of the developments in 

figure 6, the first impression is that the con se

quences of having uncontrolled local government 

seem rather undramatic. There is indeed a shift 

from private consumption to local government con

sumption. The balance of payment deficit, however, 
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Fi gure 6. 
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will still be rather close to the intended zero 

figure at the end of the decade. The one noticable 

unbalance in 1990 is a slightly overheated labor 

market, showing a lower unemployment and a higher 

rate of wage increase than originally planned in 

the reference case. That the economy does not get 

more out of balance under the impact of a fast 

local government expansion seems to be mainly due 

to the wage functioning as an equilibrating mechan

ism. High wages tend to bring down demand not only 

in the foreign markets but even wi thin local go

vernments. The loss of exports is compensated by 

the shifts into import saving public consumption 

with import intensive private consumption is held 

back by local tax increases. 

If we look closer at what happens within the local 

government sector we can discern certain oscilla

tions set up by what might be termed the "1iguid

i ty cycle" in local government spending. At the 

start of the decade accumulated high liquidity 

combined with a falling rate of wage increase -

making delayed tax incomes develop favourably rela

tive to current wage costs- leads to a steep rise 

in service production which can only be realized 

by an overbidding in the labor market which pushes 

up wage inflation. Af ter about 2-3 years, costs 

will, however, catch up with incomes and with a 

vengance. The high rate of wage increase in indus

try has by that time been braked by the employment 

problems it created, but it hits the local govern

ments as compensation claims with a one-year lag. 

High wage costs then combine with a stagnating tax 

base - the latter being moreover hollowed out by a 

still high inflation - to dampen effectively the 

local government expansion and to necessitate a 
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considerable tax rate increase. The relatively wea

kened demand of the local governrnents tends in 

turn to keep the rate of wage increase stable for 

a while. When the delayed disbursement of inflated 

tax incomes are due, the local governments can 

spend them at reasonable prices without increasing 

the local tax rate. This favourable situation, to 

which is added accumulated liquidity, will then 

unleash a new bo ut of expansion which simultaneous

ly drives up employment figures and wage inflation 

rates. This again sets the scene for the new rever

sal - with the cost push making the local govern

ments revise their plans downwards, releaving some 

of the inflationary pressures on the labor market 

etc. As can be seen from figure 6a the interaction 

of local government and labor market thus leads to 

an oscillatory pattern, a liquidity eyele, with an 

average length of about four years where periods 

with stagnating service demand and rising tax 

rates are succeeded by periods of rising demand 

and stagnating rates. 

As figure 6 also exemplifies this liquidi ty cycle 

is overlayed and interwoven with other lag struc

tures in the model. One main example of this is 

the wage cost-export demand lag in industry. 

Rising wage costs tend to be absorbed to a certain 

ex tent by squeezed profitmargins . It also takes 

some time before the rising relative unit costs in 

Swedish industry is fully registered in terms of 

falling market shares on the international mar

kets. This introduces an inertia in the systern 

which allows wage inflation to run its course for 

some time before being rectified and compensated. 
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3 • 2 EzpeDditure adj1lB1:IIIent:a 1:0 changes in price 

aad incc:.e 

Af ter having seen the resul ts of "decontrolling" 

local government, we shall next try to measure the 

effects of various means of controI - expenditure 

controI and grant policy. This means estimating 

elasticities and multipliers for the local govern

ment sector and it will at the same time enable us 

to learn more about the pattern of municipal reac

tion to and reinforcement of changing conditions. 

When you change prices or incomes for the local 

governments by way of grant policy you set into 

motion a chain of events that can be split into 

two parts. The immediate reaction within the local 

government sector, the effect on service volumes , 

can be measured by the usual price and income 

elasticities. How changes in local government 

spending will in turn be transmitted within the 

national economy and what the end resul ts will be 

for employment, private consumption, foreign trade 

and inflation can be measured by a kind of genera

lized multiplier concepts. 

The resul ts of such measurements will, however, 

necessarily depend on when, in what phase of the 

fluctuating economic events, the change is introdu

ced. We shall therefore be content to give some 

numerical examples of the possible sizes involved. 

Let us start by reviewing some of the elasticities 

In table 3 average values of elasticities for 

service demand in the 80 I S are presented • Three 

kinds of elasticities are discerned. Equal in abso-
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Table 3. Average e1asticities for service expendi

ture: of loca1 authorities 1980-1990 

Category Price Tax base Income 
(=-price) 

Education -0,21 0,21 0,33 

Hea1th -0,36 0,36 1,03 

Social We1fare -0,33 0,33 0,84 

Roads -0,76 0,76 0,34 

Adm etc. +0,28 -0,28 1,02 

1. -0,18 0,18 0,85 
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lute size but with an opposite sign to the price 

elastici ty, is the elastici ty with regard to the 

tax base. This measures the impact on service 

production of changes in taxable income in the 

year t-2. Together with the current tax rate, the 

tax base will determine the tax income actually 

disbursed to local governments during the current 

year. It thus corresponds to a particular kind of 

" income elastici ty", working by way of the budget 

restriction. The absence of pure substitution ef

fects in the model mean, that a fall in prices has 

the same relative effect on production volumes as 

a corresponding rise in tax income. 

Changes in current income affects demand by way of 

the goal function, where disposable private income 

is one of the arguments. Increases in current 

income make the political decision makers more 

inclined to let through added service claims . If 

this effect is added to the tax base effect, to

gether measuring the effect of a sustained income 

rise from year t-2 and onwards, we get what in the 

table is called "income elasticity".l 

The elasticities computed for the various categori

es seem to fi t fairly weIl with common preconcep

tions. Educational expenditures in Sweden are 

strongly regulated, primarily determined by chang

es in the youth population and therefore conside

red insensitive both to price and income. stan

dards in health and social welfare on the other 

hand, although showing a relatively low price elas-

l For a discussion of partly divergent estimates 
of elastici ties obtained from earlier versions of 
the local government model, cf Ysander (1979). 
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ticity, tend to follow the income. Since the early 

70 I S roads tend to get a low priori ty but budget

ing decisions here seems to be rather price sensi

tive. That road work appears negatively correlated 

wi th current income is probably due to the fact 

that some major cut-backs in the early seventies 

occurred in periods of growing income. The expan

sion of central administration (including also 

things like fire service, economic services and 

community planning) finally seem to capture a con

stant share of any new income - getting a further 

boost from any adverse price developments. Total 

local government service expenditure appears to 

keep pace with income changes (E = 0.85) but to be 

rather insensitive to net prices (e = -o .18). The 

low price elasticity can, however, still be 

enough, as we will see below, to make categorical 

grant policy a worthwhile instrument of stabiliza

tion policy. 

3 • 3 Mo1tip1ier effeets of changea in eIpeDC1iturea 

and grants 

The total resul ts of changing the determinants of 

local government spending in a dynamic economy are 

exemplified by the multipliers in table 4. To 

standardize the ,results as far as possible we have 

measured them against a balanced growth scenario, 

wi th II uncontrolled" local governments. This we at

tained by taking the lIuncontrolled" development, 

shown in figure 6 above, correcting the overheated 

labor market and the small external deficit at the 

end of the decade by suitable policy measures 

(raising slightly both the wage tax and the long

term wage trend). The resul ting development, used 

as a standard of measurement for the mul tiplier 

effects, is discussed in more detail later (cf 

figure 7 below). 



Table 4. MultiElier effects 

4a 4b 4c 
Of increasing "planned" service Of cutting categorical grants Of cutting bloc grants 

Change in: produc tion wi th 2 % 1986-90 with 25 %, 1986-90 with 50 %, 1986-90 
86 87 88 89 90 Average 86 87 88 89 90 Average 86 87 88 89 90 Average 

Local authority 
consumption, 
percentage 1,3 2,1 -0,1 4,7 1,0 1,8 -2,3 -2,9 -3,6 -3,8 -3,9 -3,0 0,6 0,3 2,0 -1,4 -1,9 -1,2 

Local tax rate 1,6 1,1 0,6 0,1 0,7 0,6 0,6 0,7 0,5 1,2 0,7 0,2 

Private consump-
tion, percentage 0,2 -1,8 -0,8 -1,0 -0,5 -0,8 -0,3 -1,5 -1,7 -1,9 -1,9 -1,5 0,1 -1,5 -1,0 -1,4 -1,4 -1,0 

Rate of wage 
increase 1,0 0,4 -1,7 2,7 -1,0 0,3 -2, l -1,1 -1,0 -0,1 0,3 -0,8 -0,7 -0,2 -1,1 -0,2 -0,1 -0,4 

Percentage 
unemployment -0,2 0,4 -1,0 0,3 -0,1 0,7 0,5 0,5 0,3 0,3 0,5 0,1 0,1 0,4 0,1 0,2 0,2 

Net balance of 
payment as 
percentage of GNP -0,2 0,1 -0,2 -0,1 0,2 0,9 1,2 1,4 1,4 1,0 0, l 0,6 0,7 0,9 0,9 0,6 
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In the first experiment we increase with 2 percent 

the "planned .. service production during the years 

1986-90. The production volume determined by the 

equations in the model are simply multiplied by a 

factor 1.02, as would be the ca se with a shift 

upwards of 

Due to the 

local government 

liquidity rule 

spending attitudes. 

superimposed on the 

model, the actual extra production increase may, 

as shown in the table, be both smaller and bigger 

depending on how much surplus tax money that re

mains. If we look at the actual added production, 

we can as weIl interprete the experiment as away 

of studying the efficiency of central expenditure 

control. Without the liquidity rule the results of 

a decrease would be largely symmetrieal. 

The story told by the numbers in table 4a is 

simple and straight-forward. The main effect of 

the planned increase is a shi f ting of consumption 

possibilities from households to local govern

ments. As i t happens, however, the given initial 

tax rate allows an overall expansion of consump

tion to occur, driving up the wage rate. The next 

few years will therefore show a reinforced liquid

ity eyele. The tax rate will rise sharply, provid

ing financial room for a new and stronger expan

sion later on. Summed over the years local govern

ment consumption will expand more than private 

consumption will shrink, leading to a slight 

"excess demand" in the labor market and external 

deficit. 

If we pass on to table 4b, we see there the 

effects of cutting categorical grant each year 
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1986-90 with 25%. Compared to the foregoing experi

ment on expenditure control, this change in grant 

policy not only aims at shifting consumption betwe

en private and public hands, but is also a way of 

controlling total domestic consumption. This is 

already clear from the average figures, which show 

that the 3% decline in local government consump

tion is paralieiled by a fall in private consump

tion of about the same amount absolutely, and half 

percentagewise. The weakening of domestic demand 

leads, as could be expected, to more unemployment, 

more moderate wage increases and a considerable 

strengthening of the external payment situation. 

In table 4c, a corresponding 50% cut in block 

grants is made. We already know that the effects 

of a loss of budget income are equivalent to those 

of a comparable general price rise (cf above on 

the equivalence between the elasticities with 

regard to price and tax base). This table then 

does not really have a new story to tell. What 

really differs from table 4b is the size of the 

ini tial amount of money wi thdrawn from local go

vernment, being in table 4c half the size of that 

in table 4b. Already a cursory glance will reveal 

that the various effects in the two tables are 

roughly analogous . We will therefore have no fur

ther need to distinguish between grant policies 

using block grants and categorical grants respec

tively. 
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4. PISCAL POLICY AIID BCOJIOMIC ftABILITY 

Having gained some knowledge of elastici ties and 

mul tiplier effects we are now equipped to take a 

closer look at the way various fiscal policy in

struments work in an environment with relatively 

independent local governments. 

As a starting point for the policy experiments we 

use the scenario in figure 6 with "uncontrolled" 

local governments, which left us at the end of the 

decade with an overheated labor market and a 

slight remaining external deficit. 

We first attempt to regain balance in the two 

markets without in any way directly controlling 

local governments. The easiest way to do this is 

to raise the wage trend slightly, compensating 

this with a corresponding raise of the wage tax. 

The result, shown in figure 7, is to reinforce the 

unemployment effects during periods of rising wage 

costs and tax rates. The equilibrating mechanism 

in the labor market then becomes better attuned to 

the task of dampening the fluctuations in wage 

inflation. Over the whole period total consumption 

is slightly lower, but with roughly the same pro

portion of public consumption. 

4 • l The efficienc::y of pol.ic::y iDst.rmaents 

We next want to study the possibilities of achiev

ing long-term balance (defined in terms of the 

situation 1990) by changing one single policy para-
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I Figure 7. Balance without Control of Local Authorities 
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meter. By "policy" we mean , as stated before, a 

level or a rate of growth of a policy parameter, 

set for the whole decade. Our discussion is thus 

concerned with long-term guide-lines, not with 

year-to-year compensatory pOlicies. We further re

strict our task by dealing mainly with unemploy

ment and external deficit, only passively register

ing effects in the other targets. The simulation 

runs are standardized by using each instrument to 

regain a balanced employment situation and then 

reading off the attained change in deficit. 

The four instruments we study are wage policy, 

wage tax, grant policy and tax limits. In figure 8 

the effects of our four policy instruments are 

shown as arrows. In braekets by each arrow there 

are registered the effects on the other targets. A 

very slight increase of wage costs turns out to 

be sufficient to raise unemployment to "normal" 

levels I without more than a marginal worsening of 

the balance of payment situation. If we try to 

accomplish the same with a small increase of the 

wage tax, which will further force down domestic 

consumption, we get, as a side effect, a considera

ble strengthening of the balance of payment situa

tion. A 10% yearly cut in categorical grants had 

very similar effects. Even a very liberal tax 

limit, restricting the annual rate increase to, at 

most, O • 75 percent turns out to be equi valent in 

these respects to a full expedi ture control i. e. 

enable us to regain simultaneous balance on both 

markets. 



Figure 8. The Direction of Policy Effects 
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There are many reasons to be cautious in interpret

ing and drawing conclusions from this kind of 

experiment. What we are trying to map, very rough

ly and very locally, is the set of equations relat

ing changes in target values to changes in the 

policy instruments - with other exogenous varia

bles all regarded as given. Even if restricted to 

the two target values immediately relevant here, 

it would indeed be astonishing if a change in one 

instrument always pushes the targets along a line 

in one unique direction, irrespective of the 

values of other policy instruments. What we at 

most can hope for, is that in a certain neighbor

hood the "effect curves" of an instrument does not 

veer too far from a main direction. If we can 

ascertain that much - and this we have tried to do 

by repeated experiments from different starting 

points and with different sign and size of the 

change in the instrument variable - we can put the 

resul ts to some practical use. Since the policy 

effects of different instruments will then be ap

proximately additive within that neighborhood, we 

can look for instruments which complement each 

other by having roughly orthogonal effect curves. 

We can also try to estimate the cheapest way of 

redressing unbalancies in terms of the other rele

vant targets. 

Let us now, with this word of caution still in 

mind, take a closer look at the arrows in figure 

9, starting with wage tax and wage policy. 

Araised wage tax cuts down domestic consumption. 

Local government consumption falls with falling 
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incomes and the rising local tax rates encroach 

further on private consumption. Unemployment will 

then rise. In general, private consumption will 

experience a sharper drop than local government 

consumption, making imports fall more than propor

tionately and more than employment. The slow and 

gradual shift towards increased foreign demand is 

a secondary effect that will further strengthen 

the balance of payment. 

A raised trend in the long-term wage will on the 

other hand directly affect production costs and 

lead to losses in foreign demand. These los ses 

will not be fully compensated by domestic demand, 

since local government spending will be dampened 

by the rising costs at least during certain faces 

of the "liquidity cycle", while for private con

sumption the rise in wage rates will be more than 

offset by high prices, increased local tax rates 

and lower employment. The end result will be a 

higher unemployment coupled with a slightly less 

favourable external payment situation. 

Wi thin the neighborhood investigated, wage tax and 

wage policy thus seem complementary and suitable 

to be paired off for the task of simul taneously 

rectifying both the employment and the external 

deficit problems. 

Let us now go on to look at the alternati ve means 

of controlling local government, starting with ~ 

penditure control. Expenditure control means that 

central government can determine at will the spend

ing pattern of the local governments. 
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cutting down public service production by way of 
expenditure control means - ceteris paribus - pro
viding more expansion room for private consump
tion. This expansion, due to lower tax rates, will 

not, however, be equivalent in size to the cuts in 

public spending, part of which is payed by grants. 

One would thus expect a certain increased unemploy

ment to be a dominant effect in this case. The 

moderation in wage increase, induced by increased 

unemployment, will gradually lead to a shift to

wards more foreign sales, thus strengthening some

what the external payment situation. In figure 8 

the direction is however given in advance since 

the reference case was already defined in terms 

of a expendi ture control, made to ensure balance 

in both the relevant markets. 

That a sufficiently tight tax limit control, defi

ned as a maximal annual increase in local rates, 

can be made equi valent to an expendi ture control 

of a continuously growing local government sector, 

is evident. Since local rates are raised, although 

very slowly, in the reference case, the expendi

ture control could at least approximately, be sub

stituted there by a tax limit. Even where no such 

equivalence exists, the direction of the effects 

should be the same for both kinds of control. The 
fact that in figure 8 the effect lines happen to 

cover each other is, however, simply a coincidence. 

with grant policy the story is different. Instead 

of inducing more private consumption as expendi

ture control and tax limits do, grant cuts force 
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down total domestic consumption, making the imme

diate unemployment effect stronger, saving on 

import through lower private consumption. 

The difference in results between grant policy and 

tax limits is shown in figure 9a-d. It is apparent 

from the figure that grant policy is a more re

strictive measure, forcing down local government 

production and advancing the time for the necessa

ry rate increases. The grant cuts therefore result 

in less wage inflation and a posi ti ve balance of 

payment both at the end of the decade and over the 

whole period. 

If we accept provisionally these results some prac

tical conclusions can be drawn. In the absence of 

wage control, expendi ture control or tax limits 

may be used to complement wage taxes in the ef

forts to regain balance both on the labor market 

and in our external payments. The effects of grant 

policy on the other hand seem to run too parallel 

wi th those of wage tax to be useful as a comple

mentary tool of stabilization policy. 

4 • 3 COUDt:er cyc1ica1 po1icy and the COJltrG1 o:f 

1oca1 autborities 

We have so far been concerned exclusively with 

long-term stabilization problems and pOlicies. In

dependent local governments do, however, also inte

ract with the business cycle, rasing interesting 
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Figure g.Policy Meåsures towards Local authorities: The efficiency of Grant 

Policy (A) and Tax Limit (B}a 
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questions about the need of control of local go

vernment spending in a medium term stabilization 

program. To investigate these aspects thoroughly 

is in itself, a major undertaking , requiring i. a. 

a much better description of the monetary mechan

isms and markets, than our model here provides • 

We will therefore restrict ourselves to a simple 

experiment, demonstrating the role of local govern

ment in transmitting disturbances and fluctuations 

in foreign markets. The resul ts of the experiment 

are shown in figure 10. 

We introduced ad hoc a "business cycle" (or rather 

a recession) in the world markets for the years 

1986-88. Figure 10a shows the assumed fluctuations 

in the international market growth. In figure 10b

f the repercussions on domestic consumption and 

tax rates are described, for a situation with 

respectively without full expenditure control, com

pared in each case with the development that would 

result if world markets were stable. 

The world market cycle will be reflected in a 

corresponding cycle for unemployment and wages in 

the Swedish economy. Falling foreign demand leads 

to employment problems in the export industries, 

and to lower down wage increases. With expanding 

foreign markets this situation is reversed. As 

seen in figure lOb the main overall effect of the 

recession is a lower rate of increase for private 

consumption. Local government consumption is here 

assumed to be determined by an unchanged expendi

ture control without interacting with the cycle. 

The loss of tax base, however, forces the local 

governments to a further raise of the tax rate. 
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Figure la. Consequences of a World Market Cycle 
10a. The world market 
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. . a 
10c. Cansequences with uncantra11ed 1aca1 spendlng 
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When we abandon the assumption of expenditure con

trol, the situation changes, as can be seen in 

figure 10c. Local government consumption will now 

also be affected by the fluctuations in price and 

income. The consumption decline in the recession 

will be more equally shared by private and public 

consumption, with a stabilized tax rate effecting 

the redistribution. The more parallel fluctuation 

of private and public spending will tend to rein

force the effects on unemployment and final ly on 

wage inflation. These added effects, although mar

ginal, provide an argument for an acti ve use of 

control measures towards local government as part 

of a stabilization program. 

On the choice of suitable control measures for the 

medium-term stabilization we do not have anything 

new to add. Our test runs indicate that the same 

general conclusions, reached above for the long

term perspective, also hold for medium term polici-

es. 

S~fng up 

The dominant role played in the Swedish economy by 

relatively independent local governments makes it 

important to investigate how these local govern

ments can affect the stabilization problems facing 

the economy during the 80s. How can the local 

governments be expected to re act to price and 

income developments, do they have their own built 

in tendencies for short-term fluctuations, and/or 

do they reinforce disturbances imported from 

abroad? How can their spending be controlled by 
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central government and how does for instance grant 

policy and tax limits compare as to effects and 

efficiency? We have in the present paper, with the 

help of a growth model with endogenously determi

ned local government behavior, tried to give some 

illustrations and tentative answers to these and 

other related questions. Our results, although not 

very dramatic and seamingly well in accord with 

theoretical preconceptions, have at least demon

strated the danger inherent in the common practice 

of treating local government spending as if it was 

subject to central control. 

The dynamics of local government spending was mesu

red in terms of elastici ties and mul tiplier ef

fects and its interaction with the rest of the 

economy was illustrated by simulations of economic 

developments. These simulations revealed i.a. a 

tendency for local goernment spending, interacting 

wi th the labor market, to develop according to a 

pattern of " liquidity cycles". When world market 

cycles were introduced the fluctuations of local 

government spending again tended to reinforce the 

cyclical changes in the labor market. 

In trying out various fiscal policy measures we 

chose not to concentrate on the local government 

share of total consumption, having dealt with this 

in an earlier paper. l 

1 ef. Nordström-Ysander (1980). 
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We focused instead on comparing the efficiency of 

the various instruments in ensuring balance in the 

labor market and in external payments. Of particu

lar interest and relevance to the current Swedish 

policy debate is the question of what kind of 

control of local government spending, that could 

be used to complement central tax measures in a 

situation where no efficient control of wage 

trends is possible. In comparing grant policy and 

tax limits from this point of view, we found 

reason to stress the difference in overall effects 

on domestic consumption. While grant cuts first 

and foremost hold back total consumption, only 

marginally affecting the distribution between pri

vate and public, tax limits can be viewed as an 

imperfect expenditure control, mainly shifting re

sources from local governments to households. 
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